Eon Software (Travel)

About Us

Travelling is one of the best hobbies in the whole world. Millions of people from across the
world pursue travelling to various destinations for various kinds of purposes. Some travel for
business purposes, some for leisure.
Maverix Global is the leading travel agency based at Delhi, and serves the tourist for South
Asian Destinations. We have our own tie ups and our team is highly trained and have large
awareness regarding the routes and destinations which mainly include whole of Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Sri- Lanka.
Maverix Global is perfect blend of adventure and tourism enthusiasm and we deliver what we
promise to our clients and customers. We are highly networked in the region and are associated
well with the tourist’s spots which are highly adventurous and rejuvenating for our customers.
Whether it be Holiday spending in your dream spot, or honey moon , or just adventurous visit,
we cater to all your needs and that too meeting your expectations.
Our Unique features
 We are Highly networked
 We offer customized and personalized services
 We are Reliable
 We are Honest

 We are Trustworthy
 We hold accountability of each assignment
All these unique features help us to be one of the best and leading travel agency in the locality
and the whole region.
One of the best advantages you have to seek our services is that we completely value your
money and time, and always give you the best price for your selected destination.
We are committed towards our job, and we guarantee security and maintaining confidentiality of
your personal information. We are licensed and authentic service agency and we hold very good
reputation in the market.
Our staff are well mannered and we have qualities of giving you the best hospitality which you
can very well experience while seeking our services and selecting us as service provider for your
selected tourist destination.
Our Services include,
We are highly specialized in providing various aspects of tourism, and these are,
Cultural tours,
Honey moon tours,
Adventure tours,
Pilgrimage tours,
Cycling tours.

Handling FIT and Groups of Cultural Interest Tours, Special Interest Tours, Incentive Tours,
Business Travelers Tours, Conference and Convention from around the globe.
We are highly experienced in our job and work day and night to provide you the best experience
of the time you have taken out from your mundane activities.
We have wide reach and are in the business due to strong relationships with our partners and
associates in the business. We are highly trained in giving the best hospitality and continue to
impress the customers through our unique blend of services and professionalism. We highly take
accountability of each and everything. We take responsibility and execute them with thorough
sincerity. We are simple the best tourist agency in the area and we are highly reliable in our
business. We believe a consistent effort wins the hearts of customers and we completely stand by
our commitments and our work etiquettes. We are completely Customer Oriented &You can
very well Trust us.

Services
We offer wide range of services under tourism umbrella. We completely cover each and every
aspect of tourism and are highly experienced in providing professional and customized services
under each services option available with us. We operate globally and are completely networked
and highly connected across the globe in order to give you the best service which is possible
currently in the tourism sector.
Our professionally trained staff are highly aware regarding different aspects of the tourism and
the purpose of your tourist destination.

We are offering customized services whether it be,
Cultural tours: We are aware of different cultures and execute our work through complete
sensitivity regarding the different cultures and their manners.
Honey moon tours: Honey moon is the best time to spend with your couple and it’s the first
time you visit a tourist destination along with your couple after the marriage. We are completely
aware of different and best honey moon destinations and provide you the best guidance and
security during your travel to your favorite destination for the purpose of honey moon.
Adventure tours: Adventure tours are the best things as hobby and as habit. We are aware and
knowledgeable enough in order to give you the best of guidance in your favorite destination. We
will inform you the do’s and don’ts’s guide, and promise you the best security during your
travelling to your favorite destination. We offer plans which are completely under your budget
and offer customized and personalized services. We understand your emotions attached with the
adventure and offer travelling services which completely meets your expectations and desires.
Pilgrimage Tours: We understand the religions and need to visit holy places in your lifetimes to
have peace of mind. We are aware and knowledgeable regarding each of the religions, because
of which keeping the sensitivity in mind we offer various kinds of pilgrimage tours across the
globe. We take care each of your needs and requirements and guarantee you the best of services
from our side. We feel happy to complete your desires and bringing smile and satisfaction on
your faces helps us to be the best service provider in the whole of region.
Cycling Tours

One of the parts of adventure is the cycling tours. Understanding the needs of the market, we
have introduced cycling tours under our services and continue to give you the best plans and best
deals compared to the competitors in the market. We are knowledgeable in this aspect and our
staffs are the best people on the planet to give you one of the best guidance in the whole world.
Since we are globally serving, there would be no issues from our side to give you one of the best
exposure and experience in your lifetime. We are simply the best service providers in the market
and continue to impress our customers through our unique blend of customized services through
thorough professionalism and hospitality.
You can very well trust us!!
Inquire us NOW!

